The differential L2,p gain of a linear, timeinvariant, p-dominant system is shown to coincide with the H∞,p norm of its transfer function G, defined as the essential supremum of the absolute value of G over a vertical strip in the complex plane such that p poles of G lie to right of the strip. The close analogy between the H∞,p norm and the classical H∞ norm suggests that robust dominance of linear systems can be studied along the same lines as robust stability. This property can be exploited in the analysis and design of nonlinear uncertain systems that can be decomposed as the feedback interconnection of a linear, time-invariant system with bounded gain uncertainties or nonlinearities.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent paper [1] proposes p-dissipativity as a generalization of the classical notion of dissipativity, with the aim of developing an interconnection theory for open p-dominant systems. The property of p-dominance formalizes the idea that the asymptotic behavior of a system is p-dimensional. The significance of this property for nonlinear systems analysis is apparent for small values of p, as the possible attractors are severely constrained in low dimensional systems. A pdominant system has a unique equilibrium point if p = 0, one or several equilibrium points if p = 1, and the simple attractors of Poincaré-Bendixson theorem if p = 2. In this context, p-dissipativity theory reformulates classical interconnection theorems of linear quadratic dissipativity theory, thus inheriting its modus operandi and its computational tools.
The key point is that the quadratic form that characterizes the Lyapunov function or storage is no longer required to be positive definite. Instead, it is required to have a fixed inertia, with p negative eigenvalues and n − p positive eigenvalues, where n is the dimension of the system.
A notion of L 2,p -gain can be defined for a p-dominant system with rate λ using the differential dissipation inequality 
with P ∈ R n×n a symmetric matrix with p negative eigenvalues and n − p positive eigenvalues. For p = 0, the differential dissipation inequality (1) simply means that the classical L 2 gain of the system does not exceed γ. By the KYP lemma [2] - [4] , γ also coincides with the classical H ∞ norm of the transfer function of the system. Similarly, the L 2,p -gain of a finite-dimensional, linear, time-invariant, pdominant system with rate λ with transfer function G can be expressed as
where G(s − λ) has p poles in the open right half-plane and n − p poles in the open left half-plane. This raises the question of computing the L 2,p -gain of a system through (2) as a generalization of the classical H ∞ norm. The goal of the paper is to outline an H ∞,p theory geared towards p-dominance that closely parallels classical H ∞ theory. The H ∞,p norm for functions defined on a vertical strip is shown to be the system norm induced by the unique bounded operator defined by a transfer function with p poles to the right of its region of convergence and n − p poles to the left of its region of convergence. The paper emphasizes that most usual properties of the classical H ∞ norm carry over to the H ∞,p norm. The motivation is to use the H ∞,p norm for robustness and performance analysis of p-dominant systems in the same way as one uses the H ∞ norm for stable systems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces Hardy spaces on a vertical strip. Section III shows that the H ∞ norm for Hardy spaces on a vertical strip can be interpreted as a norm induced by a multiplication operator and by a convolution operator on the whole real line. Section IV illustrates some connections between Hardy spaces on a vertical strip and p-dominance theory [1] , [5] , [6] . Section V provides an illustrative example of robust p-dominance analysis. Section VI concludes the paper with some final remarks and future research directions. The appendix provides additional background material on the bilateral Laplace transform. The proofs are omitted for reasons of space.
Notation: R and C denote the set of real numbers and the set of complex numbers, respectively. Z + and R + denote the set of non-negative integer numbers and the set of nonnegative real numbers, respectively. i denotes the imaginary unit and iR denotes the set of complex numbers with zero real part. ∂S denotes the boundary of the set S. I denotes the identity matrix. σ(A) denotes the spectrum of the matrix A ∈ C n×n . M T and M * denote the transpose and the conjugate transpose of the matrix M ∈ C l×m , respectively. | · | denotes the standard Euclidean norm on C n .
II. HARDY SPACES ON A VERTICAL STRIP This section introduces Hardy spaces of functions on a vertical strip. Let
H ∞ (S Λ ) is the set of all analytic functions f :
The (5) H q (S Λ ) is a linear space, with scalar product and sum defined in the standard fashion. It is therefore referred to as a Hardy space on the vertical strip S Λ , as it possesses many of the nice properties of classical Hardy spaces.
Theorem 2 establishes a maximum modulus theorem for functions in H ∞ (S Λ ): the norm of a function f ∈ H ∞ (S Λ ) can be computed by only considering the behavior of f on the boundary of the strip S Λ , provided that f is continuous and bounded therein. Thus the following standing assumption is made in order to apply Theorem 2 throughout the paper.
Standing assumption. Every function f ∈ H ∞ (S Λ ) is continuous and bounded on ∂S Λ . ⋄
The classical H ∞ norm of a function is tightly connected to the L ∞ norm of the corresponding boundary function defined on the imaginary axis [7, p.7] . We now show that a similar property holds for the
L ∞ (L λ ) is the set of all measurable functions f : C → C n such that ess sup
The
1 Lebesgue integration is used throughout this work. Functions that are equal except for a set of measure zero are identified. Conditions imposed on a function are understood in the sense of being valid for all points of the domain of the function except for a set of measure zero.
The norm (9) induces a Banach space structure on the set L q (L λ ) for 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ [8, p.19 ]. For q = 2, it coincides with the norm induced by the inner product
is therefore as a Hilbert space, which admits the (orthogonal direct sum) decomposition
with Λ − = (λ, ∞) and Λ + = (−∞, λ), in which the orthogonality condition f, g L2(L λ ) = 0 holds for every f ∈ H 2 (S Λ− ) and g ∈ H 2 (S Λ+ ).
We are now ready to connect H ∞ (S Λ ) and L ∞ (L λ ) norms.
Theorem 3. Under the assumption of Theorem 2,
Theorem 3 is consistent with the classical "limit" cases. For 
For Λ = (λ, λ), with λ → λ − and λ → λ + , the strip S Λ tends to the vertical line L λ and the H ∞ (S Λ ) norm reduces to the norm
III. THE H ∞ (S Λ ) NORM AS AN INDUCED NORM A classical result of H ∞ theory is that the norm induced by the multiplication operator associated with a function G ∈ L ∞ (iR) coincides with the L ∞ norm of G [9, p.100]. We now show that a similar result holds if G ∈ H ∞ (S Λ ).
Definition 3. The multiplication operator associated with the function G ∈ H ∞ (S Λ ) is defined as
and the corresponding H 2 (S Λ ) induced norm is defined as
Theorem 4. Let G ∈ H ∞ (S Λ ) and consider the multiplication operator (15) . Then M G H2(SΛ) = G H∞(SΛ) .
The H ∞ (S Λ ) norm can be also characterized as the norm induced by the convolution operator associated with a continuous-time, single-input, single-output, linear, timeinvariant system described by the equationṡ
with
If system (17) has no eigenvalues in S Λ , then a (unique) bounded convolution operator can be associated with the system by defining its impulse response as
in which, upon a possible coordinates change,
and Λ − = (λ, ∞), respectively. The impulse response (18) is uniquely defined by the inverse (bilateral) Laplace transform of G in its region of convergence S Λ . Conversely, the transfer function of system (17) coincides with the Laplace transform of its impulse response, i.e. G(s) = L{g}(s).
Definition 5. The convolution operator associated with system (17) is defined as 2
and the corresponding induced L 2 (R Λ ) norm is defined as
Theorem 5. Consider system (17) and the associated convolution operator (22). Then G L2(RΛ) = G H∞(SΛ) .
Theorem 5 establishes that the L 2 (R Λ ) norm induced by the convolution operator associated with system (17) coincides with the H ∞ (S Λ ) norm of the transfer function of system (17) . Thus the H ∞ (S Λ ) norm of a transfer function can be interpreted as the gain of the corresponding system, in analogy with classical H ∞ theory [9] .
IV. THE H ∞ (S Λ ) SPACE AND DOMINANT SYSTEMS
A. The differential L 2,p gain of a p-dominant system The discussion above is of interest because of its applications to p-dominance theory [1] . In what follows we summarize relevant definitions and properties. Consider a continuous-time, nonlinear, time-invariant system and its linearization described by the equationṡ 2 The same symbol is used for the convolution operator associated with a system and the corresponding transfer function. Context determines which is meant.
the respective tangent spaces), and ∂f is the Jacobian of the vector field f . 
holds along the solutions of the prolonged system (24). The (differential) L 2,p -gain of system (24a) (from u to y) with rate λ is defined as γ λ = inf {γ ∈ R + : (26) holds}. The properties are strict if ε > 0.
The property of p-dominance strongly constrains the asymptotic behavior of a system, as clarified by the next theorem. Theorem 6.
[1] Assume system (24a) is strictly p-dominant with rate λ ∈ R + and let u = 0. Then every bounded solution of (24a) converges asymptotically to
• the unique equilibrium point if p = 0, • a (possibly non-unique) equilibrium point if p = 1, • an equilibrium point, a set of equilibrium points and their connected arcs or a limit cycle if p = 2.
The L 2,p -gain can be used to establish p-dominance of an interconnected system, thus extending classical small-gain conditions [10] .
Theorem 7 (Small-gain theorem for p-dominance). Let Σ i be a system with input u i ∈ R mi , output y i ∈ R mi , and (differential) L 2,pi -gain less than γ i ∈ R + with rate λ ∈ R + , with i ∈ {1, 2}. Then the closed-loop system Σ defined by the negative feedback interconnection equations u 1 = −y 2 and u 2 = y 1 is (p 1 + p 2 )-dominant with rate λ if γ 1 γ 2 < 1.
B. The H ∞,p (S Λ ) norm as the differential L 2,p gain For a linear, time-invariant system (17) the conic constraint (26) holds along the solutions of the system if and only if there exist ε ∈ R + and a symmetric matrix P ∈ R n×n , with inertia (p, 0, n − p), which solve the linear matrix inequality
In particular, system (17) is p-dominant if and only if there exist ε ∈ R + and a symmetric matrix P ∈ R n×n , with inertia (p, 0, n − p), such that
The inertia constraint in (27) 
with γ λ ∈ R + the L 2,p -gain of system (17) with rate λ ∈ Λ. 
C. Computation of the H ∞ (S Λ ) norm
By Theorem 3, the norm of a function G ∈ H ∞ (S Λ ) can be computed as the maximum between the L ∞ (L λ ) norm and the L ∞ (L λ ) norm of G. These norms, in turn, coincide with L ∞ (iR) norm of the λ-shifted transfer function G λ : s → G(s − λ) for λ = λ and λ = λ, respectively. As a result, the H ∞ (S Λ ) norm of G can be computed by first considering the λ-shifted transfer function G λ for λ = λ and λ = λ, then computing their L ∞ (iR) norm, and finally taking the maximum between the two values.
If G is rational, these computations can be efficiently performed using established state-space methods [9] . For example, the L ∞ (L λ ) norm of the transfer function G can be computed via a bisection algorithm based on testing if the condition 
with γ ∈ R + , R = D T D − γ 2 I and S = DD T − γ 2 I, has eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. This is a consequence of [11, Theorem 1] , which we recall below for completeness. Theorem 9. Consider system (17) . Assume σ(A) ∩ iR = ∅, γ ∈ R + is not a singular value of D, and ω 0 ∈ R. Then γ is a singular value of G(iω 0 ) if and only if (H γ − iω 0 I) is singular. An estimate of the L ∞ (L λ ) norm can be also obtained as
provided that the grid of frequency points {ω 1 , . . . , ω ν } is sufficiently fine. In principle, the L ∞ (L λ ) norm of a transfer function G can be also obtained graphically, as the distance in the complex plane from the origin to the farthest point on the Nyquist diagram of the λ-shifted transfer function G λ or as the peak value of the Bode diagram of the magnitude of the λ-shifted transfer function G λ . Finally, the L ∞ (L λ ) norm also coincides with the essential supremum of the restriction of a transfer function along the axis L λ .
V. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider a one-degree-of-freedom mechanical system subject to saturated integral control described by the equations
in which y(t) ∈ R is the position of the point mass, ξ(t) ∈ R is the integrator variable, u(t) ∈ R is the control input, r(t) ∈ R is the reference signal, d ∈ R + is the damping coefficient, k i ∈ R is the integral gain, and sat : R → R is defined as sat(y) = min(max(y, −1), 1) for every y ∈ R, respectively. The setup is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The dominance properties of the closed-loop system (33) can be modulated through the integral gain k i . By the circle criterion for p-dominance [5] , for r = 0 and for k i sufficiently small the system is strictly 2-dominant with rate λ ∈ Λ for every Λ ⊂ (0, d). By Theorem 6, the behavior of the closed-loop system is therefore oscillatory, since its solutions are bounded and the unique equilibrium at the origin is unstable. These conclusions have been drawn by neglecting actuator dynamics, which can be modeled in first approximation as a first order lag with transfer function
Actuator dynamics are indeed negligible provided they are sufficiently fast. This is well-known in the case of stability.
The theory developed in the present paper allows one to extend this principle to switching and oscillatory regimes. For illustration, assume τ is sufficiently small (so that − 1 τ is to the left of the strip S Λ ). Rewrite the perturbed dynamics as in Fig. 2 We conclude that the perturbed closed-loop system remains strictly 2-dominant with any rate λ ∈ (1, 2) and, thus, oscillatory, as the perturbation ∆ preserves the unstable equilibrium at the origin. Note that the perturbed closedloop system can actually tolerate a perturbation ∆ with ∆ H∞,0(SΛ) ≈ 2.8345 and still preserve strict 2-dominance (since γ Λ = 0.3528), as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper has shown that the differential L 2,p gain of a linear, time-invariant, p-dominant system is the H ∞,p norm of its transfer function. Several parallels have been drawn between the classical H ∞ norm and the H ∞,p norm. This suggests that robust stability and robust p-dominance can be studied along the same lines for linear systems. Future research should focus on the analysis and design of multistable and oscillatory nonlinear uncertain systems that can be decomposed as the feedback interconnection of a linear, time-invariant system with bounded gain uncertainties or nonlinearities. A promising research direction is that of robust pdominance analysis using integral quadratic constraints [12] .
APPENDIX

A. The bilateral Laplace transform
This section recalls, for completeness, basic definitions and results related to the Laplace transform [13] - [15] . [14, p.662] . In general, there may be multiple regions of convergence and these are always vertical strips in the complex plane, as a consequence of the following result [13, p.238] .
Lemma 1. Let f : R → C be a measurable function and let
converges for s = −λ + iω and s = −λ + iω, then it converges in the strip S Λ .
Thus the region of convergence of a Laplace transform is in general a vertical strip, which may become a half plane, the entire plane or even (parts of) a single vertical line [13, p.238 ]. If the Laplace transform converges for s ∈ S Λ , with Λ = (λ, λ), and diverges elsewhere, then −λ and −λ are said to be abscissae of convergence and the vertical lines L λ and L λ are said to be the corresponding axes of convergence. It is clear that if the integral (37) converges in a strip S Λ , then it converges uniformly in any closed bounded region inside the strip which does not intersect the boundary of the strip [13, p.240] . Moreover, if the integral (37) converges along the line L λ then the region of convergence will be a strip that includes the line L λ [14, p.666 ]. The representation induced by the Laplace transform is unique, as detailed by the following statement [13, p.243 ].
Lemma 2. If f : R → C and g : R → C are measurable functions in any bounded interval and such that L{f } = L{g} in a common region of convergence, then f (t) = g(t) for almost every t ∈ R. 
In general, computing inverse Laplace transforms via (38) requires complex contour integration. In practice, this is often performed using the residue theorem [16, p.108 ]. We conclude this digression on the bilateral Laplace transform with a few words about functions with a rational Laplace transform. Definition 8 implies that the region of convergence cannot contain any pole. As a result, if the 5 Every f ∈ L 2 (R) admits a unique additive decomposition of the form f = f + + f − , with f + (t) = 0 for almost all t > 0 and f − (t) = 0 for almost all t < 0. The functions f + and f − are referred to as the causal part of f and anticausal part of f , respectively. 6 The convention f (t) = 1 2 lim τ →t + f (τ ) + 1 2 lim τ →t − f (τ ) is used if t ∈ R is a point of discontinuity of f .
Laplace transform F of a function f is rational, its region of convergence is bounded by poles or extends to infinity [14, p.669 ]. In particular, the region of convergence is the half plane to the right (left) of the rightmost (leftmost) pole if the anticausal (causal) part of f is zero almost everywhere.
As a consequence of the residue theorem, the inverse Laplace transform of a rational function can be computed by evaluating (38) via partial fraction expansion and then by inverting each individual term [14, p.671 
